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Abstract

Animate vision control for a social robot poses chal-
lenges beyond issues of stability and accuracy, as well
as advantages beyond computational efficiency and
perceptual robustness (Ballard 1989). We have found
that the human-like eye movements of a robot have
high communicative value to the humans that inter-
act with it. This can be a powerful resource for facili-
tating natural interactions between robot and human.
If properly designed, the robot’s visual behaviors can
be matched to human expectations and allow both
robot and human to participate in natural and intu-
itive social interactions. This paper describes a variety
of ways we are exploring and exploiting the commu-
nicative value of robotic gaze, in concert with facial
display and body posture, to improve the quality of
interaction between robot and human.

Introduction

For robots and humans to interact meaningfully, it is
important that they understand each other enough to
be able to shape each other’s behavior. This has sev-
eral implications. One of the most basic is that robot
and human should have at least some overlapping per-
ceptual abilities. Otherwise, they can have little idea of
what the other is sensing and responding to. Vision is
one important sensory modality for human interaction,
and the one focused on in this paper. We endow our
robots with visual perception that is human-like in its
physical implementation (Kandel, Schwartz & Jessell
2000).

Human eye movements have a high communicative
value. For example, gaze direction is a good indicator
of the locus of visual attention. Knowing a person’s
locus of attention reveals what that person currently
considers behaviorally relevant, which is in turn a pow-
erful clue to their intent. The dynamic aspects of eye
movement, such as staring versus glancing, also convey
information. Eye movements are particularly potent
during social interactions, such as conversational turn-
taking, where making and breaking eye contact plays

Figure 1: Kismet, a robot capable of conveying in-
tentionality through facial expressions and behavior
(Breazeal & Scassellati 1999b). Here, the robot’s phys-
ical state expresses attention to and interest in the hu-
man beside it. Another person for example, the pho-
tographer would expect to have to attract the robot’s
attention before being able to influence its behavior.

an important role in regulating the exchange (Cassell
1999). We model the eye movements of our robots after
humans, so that they may have similar communicative
value.

Our hope is that by following the example of the hu-
man visual system, the robot’s behavior will be easily
understood because it is analogous to the behavior of
a human in similar circumstances (see Figure 1). For
example, when an anthropomorphic robot moves its
eyes and neck to orient toward an object, an observer
can effortlessly conclude that the robot has become in-
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Figure 2: Kismet has a large set of expressive features eyelids, eyebrows, ears, jaw, lips, neck and eye orientation.
The schematic on the right shows the degrees of freedom relevant to visual perception (omitting the eyelids!). The
eyes can turn independently along the horizontal (pan), but turn together along the vertical (tilt). The neck can
turn the whole head horizontally and vertically, and can also crane forward. Two cameras with narrow fields of
view rotate with the eyes. Two central cameras with wide fields of view rotate with the neck. These cameras are
unaffected by the orientation of the eyes.

terested in that object. These traits lead not only to
behavior that is easy to understand but also allows the
robot’s behavior to fit into the social norms that the
person expects.

Physical form
Currently, the most sophisticated of our robots in
terms of visual-motor behavior is Kismet. This robot is
an active vision head augmented with expressive facial
features (see Figure 2). Kismet is designed to receive
and send human-like social cues to a caregiver, who can
regulate its environment and shape its experiences as
a parent would for a child. Kismet has three degrees of
freedom to control gaze direction, three degrees of free-
dom to control its neck, and fifteen degrees of freedom
in other expressive components of the face (such as ears
and eyelids). To perceive its caregiver Kismet uses a
microphone, worn by the caregiver, and four color CCD
cameras. The positions of the neck and eyes are im-
portant both for expressive postures and for directing
the cameras towards behaviorally relevant stimuli.

The cameras in Kismet’s eyes have high acuity but
a narrow field of view. Between the eyes, there are
two unobtrusive central cameras fixed with respect to
the head, each with a wider field of view but corre-
spondingly lower acuity. The reason for this mixture
of cameras is that typical visual tasks require both high
acuity and a wide field of view. High acuity is needed
for recognition tasks and for controlling precise visu-
ally guided motor movements. A wide field of view is
needed for search tasks, for tracking multiple objects,

compensating for involuntary ego-motion, etc. A com-
mon trade-off found in biological systems is to sample
part of the visual field at a high enough resolution to
support the first set of tasks, and to sample the rest
of the field at an adequate level to support the second
set. This is seen in animals with foveate vision, such as
humans, where the density of photoreceptors is high-
est at the center and falls off dramatically towards the
periphery. This can be implemented by using specially
designed imaging hardware, space-variant image sam-
pling, or by using multiple cameras with different fields
of view, as we have done.

Communicative motor acts
In previous work, we have reported on Kismet’s vi-
sual capabilities (Breazeal & Scassellati 1999a). These
include low level feature extractors for color, skin
tone, and motion which are combined by a context-
dependent attention system that enables the robot to
direct its attention to the most perceptually and be-
haviorally relevant. Post attentive visual processing
includes finding eyes on skin-toned areas and comput-
ing the distance to the most salient target. The robot
also has a repertoire of active vision behaviors includ-
ing saccades, smooth pursuit, a simple opto-kinetic re-
sponse, and neck/eye orientation movements. We have
argued the benefits of this system in terms of robust-
ness and computational efficiency.

However, Kismet interacts with people and its eye
movements also have communicative value to the hu-
man who interacts with it. As discussed previously,



Figure 3: Regulating interaction. People too distant to be seen clearly are called closer; if they come too close, the
robot signals discomfort and withdraws. The withdrawal moves the robot back somewhat physically, but is more
effective in signaling to the human to back off. Toys or people that move too rapidly cause irritation.

they indicate the robot’s locus of attention. The
robot’s degree of engagement can also be conveyed,
to communicate how strongly the robot’s behavior is
organized around what it is currently looking at. If
the robot’s eyes flick about from place to place with-
out resting, that indicates a low level of engagement,
appropriate to a visual search behavior. Prolonged fix-
ation with smooth pursuit and orientation of the head
towards the target conveys a much greater level of en-
gagement, suggesting that the robot’s behavior is very
strongly organized about the locus of attention.

Eye movements are the most obvious and direct mo-
tor actions that support visual perception. But they
are by no means the only ones. Postural shifts and
fixed action patterns involving the entire robot also
have an important role. Kismet has a number of co-
ordinated motor actions designed to deal with various
limitations of Kismet’s visual perception (see Figure
3). For example, if a person is visible, but is too dis-
tant for their face to be imaged at adequate resolution,
Kismet engages in a calling behavior to summon the
person closer.

People who come too close to the robot also cause
difficulties for the cameras with narrow fields of view,

since only a small part of a face may be visible. In this
circumstance, a withdrawal response is invoked, where
Kismet draws back physically from the person. This
behavior, by itself, aids the cameras somewhat by in-
creasing the distance between Kismet and the human.
But the behavior can have a secondary and greater ef-
fect through social amplification for a human close to
Kismet, a withdrawal response is a strong social cue to
back away, since it is analogous to the human response
to invasions of personal space.

Similar kinds of behavior can be used to support
the visual perception of objects. If an object is too
close, Kismet can lean away from it; if it is too far
away, Kismet can crane its neck towards it. Again, in
a social context, such actions have power beyond their
immediate physical consequences. A human, reading
intent into the robot’s actions, may amplify those ac-
tions. For example, neck-craning towards a toy may
be interpreted as interest in that toy, resulting in the
human bringing the toy closer to the robot.

Another limitation of the visual system is how
quickly it can track moving objects. If objects or
people move at excessive speeds, Kismet has difficulty
tracking them continuously. To bias people away from



excessively boisterous behavior in their own move-
ments or in the movement of objects they manipulate,
Kismet shows irritation when its tracker is at the lim-
its of its ability. These limits are either physical (the
maximum rate at which the eyes and neck move), or
computational (the maximum displacement per frame
from the cameras over which a target is searched for).

Such regulatory mechanisms play roles in more com-
plex social interactions, such as conversational turn-
taking. Here control of gaze direction is important for
regulating conversation rate (Cassell 1999). In general,
people are likely to glance aside when they begin their
turn, and make eye contact when they are prepared to
relinquish their turn and await a response. Blinks oc-
cur most frequently at the end of an utterance. These
and other cues allow Kismet to influence the flow of
conversation to the advantage of its auditory process-
ing. Here we see the visual-motor system being driven
by the requirements of a nominally unrelated sensory
modality, just as behaviors that seem completely or-
thogonal to vision (such as ear-wiggling during the call
behavior to attract a person’s attention) are neverthe-
less recruited for the purposes of regulation.

These mechanisms also help protect the robot. Ob-
jects that suddenly appear close to the robot trigger
a looming reflex, causing the robot to quickly with-
draw and appear startled. If the event is repeated, the
response quickly habituates and the robot simply ap-
pears annoyed, since its best strategy for ending these
repetitions is to clearly signal that they are undesir-
able. Similarly, rapidly moving objects close to the
robot are threatening and trigger an escape response.

These mechanisms are all designed to elicit natural
and intuitive responses from humans, without any spe-
cial training. But even without these carefully crafted
mechanisms, it is often clear to a human when Kismet’s
perception is failing, and what corrective action would
help, because the robot’s perception is reflected in be-
havior in a familiar way. Inferences made based on our
human preconceptions are actually likely to work.

Evidence of Social Amplification

To evaluate the social implications of Kismet’s behav-
ior, we invited a few people to interact with the robot
in a free-form exchange. There were four subjects in
the study, two males (one adult and one child) and two
females (both adults). They ranged in age from twelve
to twenty-eight. None of the subjects were affiliated
with MIT. All had substantial experience with com-
puters. None of the subjects had any prior experience
with Kismet. The child had prior experience with a va-
riety of interactive toys. Each subject interacted with
the robot for twenty to thirty minutes. All exchanges

were video recorded for further analysis.
We analyzed the video for evidence of social ampli-

fication. Namely, did people read Kismet’s cues and
did they respond to them in a manner that benefited
the robot’s perceptual processing or its behavior? We
found several classes of interactions where the robot
displayed social cues and successfully regulated the ex-
change.

Establishing a Personal Space
The strongest evidence of social amplification was ap-
parent in cases where people came within very close
proximity of Kismet. In numerous instances the sub-
jects would bring their face very close to the robot’s
face. The robot would withdraw, shrinking backwards,
perhaps with an annoyed expression on its face. In
some cases the robot would also issue a vocalization
with an expression of disgust. In one instance, the
subject accidentally came too close and the robot with-
drew without exhibiting any signs of annoyance. The
subject immediately queried “Am I too close to you?
I can back up”, and moved back to put a bit more
space between himself and the robot. In another in-
stance, a different subject intentionally put his face
very close to the robot’s face to explore the response.
The robot withdrew while displaying full annoyance in
both face and voice. The subject immediately pushed
backwards, rolling the chair across the floor to put
about an additional three feet between himself and the
robot, and promptly apologized to the robot.

Overall, across different subjects, the robot success-
fully established a personal space. As discussed in the
previous section, this benefits the robot’s visual pro-
cessing by keeping people at a distance where the vi-
sual system can detect eyes more robustly. We added
this behavioral response to the robot’s repertoire be-
cause we had noticed from previous interactions with
naive subjects, the robot was not granted any personal
space. We attribute this to “baby movements” where
people tend to get extremely close to infants, for in-
stance.

Luring People to a Good Interaction
Distance
People seem responsive to Kismet’s calling behavior.
When a person is close enough for the robot to perceive
his/her presense, but too far away for face-to-face ex-
change, the robot issues this social display to bring the
person closer. The most distinguishing features of the
display are craning the neck forward in the direction
of the person, wiggling the ears with large amplitude,
and vocalizing with an excited affect. The function of
the display is to lure people into an interaction dis-
tance that benefits the vision system. This behavior



is not often witnessed as most subjects simply pull up
a chair in front of the robot and remain seated at a
typical face-to-face interaction distance.

However, the youngest subject took the liberty of
exploring different interaction ranges. Over the course
of about fifteen minutes he would alternately approach
the robot to a normal face-to-face distance, move very
close to the robot (invading its personal space), and
backing away from the robot. Upon the first appear-
ance of the calling response, the experimenter queried
the subject about the robot’s behavior. The subject in-
terpreted the display as the robot wanting to play, and
he approached the robot. At the end of the subject’s
investigation, the experimenter queried him about the
further interaction distances. The subject responded
that when he was further from Kismet, the robot would
lean forward. He also noted that the robot had a
harder time looking at his face when he was farther
back. In general, he interpreted the leaning behavior
as the robot’s attempt to initiate an exchange with
him. We have noticed from earlier interactions (with
other people unfamiliar with the robot), that a few
people have not immediately understood this display
as a “calling” behavior. However, the display is flam-
boyant enough to arouse their interest and to approach
the robot.

Inferring the Level of Engagement

People seem to have a very good sense of when the
robot is interested in a particular stimulus or not. By
observing the robot’s visual behavior, people can in-
fer the robot’s level of engagement towards a particu-
lar stimulus and generally try to be accommodating.
This benefits the robot by bringing it into contact with
the desired stimulus. Sometimes, however, the robot
requires a different stimulus than the one being pre-
sented. For instance, the subject may be presenting
the robot with a brightly colored toy, but the robot is
actively trying to satiate its social drive and searching
for something skin-toned. As the subject tries to direct
the robot’s attention to the toy, the motion is enough
to have the robot glance towards it (during the hold-
gaze portion of the search behavior). However, not
being the desired stimulus, the robot moves its head
and eyes to look in another direction. The subject of-
ten responds something akin to “You don’t want this?
OK, how about this toy”, as he/she attempts to get
the robot interested in a different toy. Most likely the
robot settles its gaze on the person’s face fairly quickly.
Noticing that the robot is more interested in them than
the toy, they will begin to engage the robot vocally.

Conclusions
Motor control for a social robot poses challenges be-
yond issues of stability and accuracy. Motor actions
will be perceived by human observers as semantically
rich, regardless of whether the imputed meaning is in-
tended or not. This can be a powerful resource for facil-
itating natural interactions between robot and human,
and places constraints on the robot’s physical appear-
ance and movement. It allows the robot to be readable
to make its behavioral intent and motivational state
transparent at an intuitive level to those it interacts
with. It allows the robot to regulate its interactions to
suit its perceptual and motor capabilities, again in an
intuitive way with which humans naturally co-operate.
And it gives the robot leverage over the world that
extends far beyond its physical competence, through
social amplification of its perceived intent. If properly
designed, the robot’s visual behaviors can be matched
to human expectations and allow both robot and hu-
man to participate in natural and intuitive social in-
teractions.
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